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5% IMPROVEMENT ON 

PART RUN



Overview

Nordson Corporation was founded in 1954 and

is headquartered in Westlake, Ohio, with opera-

tions and support offices in more than 30 coun-

tries. As a market leader Nordson delivers pre-

cision technology solutions to help customers

succeed worldwide. The company engineers,

manufactures and markets differentiated pro-

ducts and systems used for dispensing adhesi-

ves, coatings, sealants, biomaterials and other

materials, fluid management, test and inspec-

tion, UV curing and plasma surface treatment.

Nordson serves a wide variety of consumer

non-durable, durable and technology end 

markets including packaging, nonwovens, 

electronics, medical, appliances, energy, 

transportation, construction, and gene-

ral product assembly and finishing. 

 

What opportunities can we

find for improvement? 

Continuous Improvement
 
In 2014 Nordson Corporation expanded its com-

mitment, rigor and alignment to Continuous

Improvement by introducing company-wide Key

Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the Nordson

Business System (NBS). KPIs are early indi-

cators that define and measure progress around

their most critical performance drivers: 

 ■ growth

 ■ profitability

 ■ productivity

 ■ asset utilization

 ■ customer satisfaction.

Nordson is aggressively tracking and reporting

progress against these KPIs for every Nordson

business. Closely related to KPIs is the NBS con-

cept. The NBS is a collective set of tools and best

practices to help improve performance within

each KPI. Rooted in Lean Six Sigma and sup-

ported by Nordson’s company values, the NBS

touches all areas of the company, including all

business units and corporate functions.

At Nordson Adhesive Dispensing Systems in

Johns Creek, Georgia, Continuous Improvement

(CI) efforts are a crucial factor in daily opera-

tions. As a Low-Volume/High-Mix product line

they are co-located with engineering for the

purpose of better performance. Working together, 

the team determined that the performance

of machines needed to be measured in real time

to quickly recognize and correct errors, reduce

waste and continuously optimize productivity.

Nordson reviewed solutions available on the

market and decided to implement the Shop

Floor Management Technology provided by

FORCAM. 

“We are moving into the right direction!
Everyone that visits has been impressed 
withour efforts and with the FORCAM 
tool”. 

 

J.J. Bennett, Adhesive Dispensing Systems, Continuous

Improvement Leader at Nordson
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Location: Johns Creek, GA 
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OEE Meeting Routine
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dio Nordson has weekly Overall Equipment Effec-

tiveness (OEE) meetings utilizing white boards 

to present data generated during production to 

evaluate and validate the current state. The fac-

tory management and operations management

attend these meetings together with key shop

floor personnel. These weekly meetings utilize 

real-time shop floor data to monitor, analyze, 

and set goals and targets for:

 ■ stoppages & downtimes

 ■ production flow

 ■ organization

 ■ quality & productivity

 ■ tool optimizations

 ■ logistics & routings

 ■ work orders  

Internally, Nordson also has Rapid Improvement 

Events (RIE) for the team to focus on a particu-

lar machine each week. At these meetings ope-

rators, process engineers, supervisors and pro-

grammers talk about their highest-volume parts. 

This allows them to answer the question: “What 

opportunities can we find for improvement?”

2-Phase Project

Phase 1: – Machine Data Collection (MDC),

Vizualisation and Alerting

The Nordson Johns Creek facility started by im-

plementing the FORCAM FORCE™ Shop Floor

Management Technology, which included set-

ting up real time machine data collection, web

visualization and alerting. This first implementa-

tion phase helped Nordson employees to beco-

me familiar with the user interface and data in

the FORCAM FORCE™ product suite. 

Phase 2: – SAP ERP Integration

Next, the Nordson facility interfaced FORCAM‘s

technology with their SAP ERP system. With this

technology and Nordson’s Lean philosophy, ope-

rators are able to interact with both systems

from the same screen. There are operators at

Nordson that have years of experience with the

SAP ERP system, and were able to quickly transi-

tion to the new FORCAM technology. 
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Ben Lopez, Machinist at Nordson

“LONG RUN TIMES 

FORCED US TO PAY CLO-

SE ATTENTION TO EACH 

STEP OF A MACHINE 

PROGRAM. WE FOUND 

THAT ENGRAVING PART 

NUMBERS TOOK OVER 2 

MINUTES PER-PART ON 

THE CNC MACHINE.  

   

WE USED THAT INFOR-

MATION TO JUSTIFY THE 

PURCHASE OF A LASER 

ETCHING SYSTEM THAT 

CAN MARK THE PARTS IN  

1/10 TIME.“ 

J.J. Bennett, Continuous 

Improvement Leader,  

Adhesive Dispensing Sys-

tems at Nordson

“FORCAM FORCE TM has been helpful in
measuring the actual machining times, 
and for the balance of CNC and manual 
finishing time”. 

J.J. Bennett, Adhesive Dispensing Systems, Continuous

Improvement Leader at Nordson



Planned vs. Actual Performance

Nordson recently purchased new Chiron verti-

cal mills to produce nozzles. In order to increa-

se productivity, Nordson deployed FORCAM 

FORCE™ here alongside its visualization module, 

a key component of the Shop Floor Management 

product suite. Utilizing this tool, the machine 

operator is able to review planned versus ac-

tual performance information in real time and 

take immediate action in case of any deviation 

from the target. With real time SAP ERP data 

combined with machine data, the customer can 

visualize the actual machine status to calculate

OEE. Nordson can analyze any deviations in 

their RIE meetings. The customer can now un-

derstand with accuracy any deviations between 

planned cycles versus actual cycle times and 

take appropriate action.

Nordson combines FORCAM‘s technology with 

their Lean management philosophy to improve 

overall processes. FORCAM FORCE™ also com-

plements Nordson’s SAP ERP system while of-

fering enhanced efficiencies through real-time 

data collection by FORCAM. For every CNC ma-

chine, signals are captured indicating operatio-

nal status such as production, malfunctions and 

downtimes. The displays on Nordson‘s manufac-

turing shop floor give reliable indicators of the 

facility’s machine status and performance. 

OEE

Nordson is commited to understanding its OEE 

and used to manually calculate the metric by 

using various methods, but found it cumberso-

me and not sustainable. FORCAM FORCE™ ob-

jectively measures the state of each machine 

connected to the system and visualizes exactly 

which machine and process losses can be mi-

nimized. In addition, FORCAM provides OEE to 

Nordson, which saves time and eliminates hu-

man error while effectively managing their ma-

nufacturing facility. One example, an important 

process waste was identified such as tool varia-

tion and availability. Nordson could address this 

topic by installing a tool vending machine to al-

low for tool tracking, availability, and cost con-

trolling. This tool vending machine allows Nord-

son to further excercise control over current 

capacities and make informed buying decisions.

The Hidden Factory

Jeff Skimel, factory manager, says “One of our 

key metrics is order variance, the ratio of planned 

time to actual time.” One of Nordson’s success 

stories involved a multi-axis lathe. Setup data 

captured by FORCAM indicated extremely long 

setup times for low volumes of low-value parts. 

We could sequence orders and optimize lot sizes 

to realize significant labor savings over time.
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“WE WOULD NOT HAVE 

LOOKED AT THIS WI-

THOUT FORCAM. WHEN 

WE SAW THE DATA, WITH 

A LOT OF SETUP AND 

LITTLE RUN TIME WE 

HAD TO ASK OURSELVES 

‘WHY‘? ” 

Jeff Skimel, Adhesive 

Dispensing Systems, Fac-

tory Manager

“With the help of FORCAM‘s Shop Floor 
Management technology, Nordson has
been able to increase productivity and 
reduce setup times, allowing for faster 
production”
J.J. Bennett, Adhesive Dispensing Systems, Continuous

Improvement Leader at Nordson



FORCAM has helped Nordson reduce order va-

riation in SAP by utilizing a color-coded user 

interface that encourages operators to clock in 

and out of jobs at the appropriate times. Since 

using the technology labor tracking improved, 

undefined stoppages decreased and processes 

streamlined (the hidden factory). When an unde-

fined stoppage reaches a predetermined time, 

a machine operator’s responsbility is to assign 

a reason code indicating a specific cause. The 

shop floor can now visualize and quantify the 

stoppage -- to prioritize CI efforts.

Empowering the Shop Floor

At Nordson’s Johns Creek facility, one of the

main goals is to look for new ways to encourage

and empower employees. J.J. Bennett stated:

“I feel a desire for change among 
our employees. When they are in-
cluded in the improvement process 
and their ideas are implemented, 
they flourish!”

Jeff Skimel, factory manager, echoed this when

discussing the Rapid Improvement Events:

“This is where we look for areas of 
opportunity. We then implement the
improvements, and monitor their 
outcomes. If we are satisfied we 
move to the next machine. We are 
not focused on tracking employees

but rather the performance and 
productivity of the machines. Ope-
rators quickly identify issues bea-
cuse they know their machines and 
are instrumental in finding solu-
tions. Having our skilled employees 
more involved is the way to be more 
effective ß and the majority wants 
to be involved!”

One of the frequent observations is error

in routing times (planned times). With the

introduction of several new machines in recent

years, and a high mix of low-volume parts,

routing times are not easily updated. Nordson

is in constant state of improvement, using

a Pareto analysis to actively update routing

times and look at top volume parts with data

from FORCAM FORCETM, which illustrated the

inaccuracy of the routings when compared

to a performance metric. The meaasure of

improvement was then determined to further

help improving planning and cost. 

“Running analysis for routing improvements is

one way that FORCAM has helped Nordson in

Johns Creek,” J.J. Bennett stated during a status

discussion, 

“Nordson improved productivity by 
5% already, which we measure in 
earned hours.”
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“FORCAM’s Shop Floor Management tool is helping us to use our ma-

chines more effectively and this is not about reducing the workforce. 

Our continuous improvements are about helping people do their jobs 

better. Some machinists have been working for Nordson for 15 or 20 

years. People enjoy what they do and are proud of it. They own it and 

want to do a better job. Nordson is a big family.” 

Lauren Taylor, Manager Marketing
Communications at Nordson



Summary

As in any company it takes some time to develop 

discipline to understand the data generated 

from the FORCAM system, Jeff Skimel states:

“The purpose of using FORCAM is to 
improve the machine efficiency and 
not to spy on operators. Employees 
are very supportive once they un-
derstand the purpose of the Shop 
Floor Management tool. The faster 
we can achieve our goals, the more 
we can get done at lower costs. In 
the long run we will be more com-
petitive and able to increase output. 
This success will be a direct result 
of our employee‘s efforts!“

Nordson stresses accountability in using

the FORCAM tool, depending on operators

to accurately record causes of undefined

stoppages. Having discussions with machinists

that perform the work is important to fill in the

gaps. The information that we receive from the

FORCAM tool and our operators is instrumental

in focusing our CI efforts.  

J.J. Bennett concludes:

“FORCAM has helped to transform 
Nordson to a more productive, effi-
cient, and modern factory.”
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